The Montgomery County Department of Permitting Services, Division of Fire Prevention and Code Compliance offers courtesy inspections. These inspections are tailored to offer general help in determining whether fire protection system modifications are needed due to proposed modifications of wall and/or ceiling layouts or commercial kitchen appliance revisions. These courtesy inspections include:

- New fire alarm device coverage
- Commercial sprinkler coverage
- Residential sprinkler coverage
- Kitchen hood extinguishing systems coverage for commercial kitchens

You can schedule a courtesy inspection by contacting our staff at the numbers listed below:

Contact DPS by calling 240.777.6208 or 240.205.3125

Provide the address, suite #, and contact name and phone number.

A DPS employee will contact you within 24 business hours to schedule a time for the courtesy inspection.

Please note that any modifications to existing fire protection systems are not to be performed until a fire protection systems permit is obtained.